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Virtual Chess Clock is a compact Windows application built specifically for helping you use a chess countdown timer. Although
it was developed as a chess clock, you can use it to count your gaming sessions for other board games as well. Intuitive layout
You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup where most of the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Everything is
kept as clear and simple as possible, so you can easily time your activities. Configuration settings Virtual Chess Clock gives you
the possibility to switch to a full screen mode for a better focus on your work, reset the clock with just one click, pause the
timer, as well as swap the players’ names and time control parameters. What’s more, you are allowed to choose between several
different time displaying modes, specify the time for the left and right players, and type the players’ names and reveal them in
the primary panel. Another notable characteristic worth mentioning is represented by the possibility to select the hotkeys for the
left and right players’ buttons in order to pause or reset the clock, switch between users, and show seconds only if the time is less
than a user-defined value. During our testing we have noticed that Virtual Chess Clock carries out a task quickly and without
errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. Bottom
line To sum things up, Virtual Chess Clock offers a handy set of dedicated parameters for helping you time your chess gaming
sessions. Thanks to its intuitive layout, it is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. Virtual Chess Clock Key Features: A
comprehensive set of features for your chess gaming sessions Quick and simple navigation Innovative time display mode
settings Highly customizable for your convenience Easy to use and powerful Computer supports *Please note that Software is
sent compressed and protected for security reasons. Further decompression of software requires a third party software. Virtual
Chess Clock Application Features: Work with the countdown timer for your chess gaming sessions Intuitive time display mode
settings Highly customizable for your convenience Easy to use and powerful Computer supports *Please note that Software is
sent compressed and protected for security reasons. Further decompression of software requires a third party software. Virtual
Chess Clock Key Features: A comprehensive set of features for your chess gaming sessions Quick and simple navigation
Innovative time display mode settings
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Controls the main panel window. DESCRIPTION: Controls the main panel window. KEYMEMO Description: Puts the selected
user into focus. DESCRIPTION: Puts the selected user into focus. KEYMEMO Description: Reveals the players’ names.
DESCRIPTION: Reveals the players’ names. KEYMEMO Description: Reset the clock. DESCRIPTION: Reset the clock.
KEYMEMO Description: Countdown the current time and reset the time to zero if the time is zero. DESCRIPTION:
Countdown the current time and reset the time to zero if the time is zero. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the player names.
DESCRIPTION: Swap the player names. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the players’ names and disable the "Play" button.
DESCRIPTION: Swap the players’ names and disable the "Play" button. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the players’ names and
reveal the players’ names. DESCRIPTION: Swap the players’ names and reveal the players’ names. KEYMEMO Description:
Pause the clock. DESCRIPTION: Pause the clock. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the players’ names and hide the players’
names. DESCRIPTION: Swap the players’ names and hide the players’ names. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the players’
names and show the players’ names. DESCRIPTION: Swap the players’ names and show the players’ names. KEYMEMO
Description: Show the seconds. DESCRIPTION: Show the seconds. KEYMEMO Description: Swap the players’ names and
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swap the players’ names. DESCRIPTION: Swap the players’ names and swap the players’ names. KEYMEMO Description:
Unpause the clock. DESCRIPTION: Unpause the clock. KEY 81e310abbf
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*Counts hours, minutes and seconds on one or two chessboards*Counts time elapsed since the first game (or switch time)
*Clock is animated, includes a countdown timer and a stopwatch *Configurable time display modes (Count, Clock,
Decimal/Minutes, Decimal/Seconds, Seconds, and Decimal/Minutes/Seconds) *Can be used as a chess timer or countdown
timer for any other board games *Can be configured to pause or reset the clock with just one click *Up to 6 different players
can be configured to display user or computer names and match the selected timer settings *Hotkeys for switching users and for
changing timer settings *Lets you count hours, minutes, seconds, minutes and seconds separately*Lets you start the timer
*Supports different time display modes (Count, Clock, Decimal/Minutes, Decimal/Seconds, Seconds, and
Decimal/Minutes/Seconds) *Can be used as a chess timer or countdown timer for any other board games *Supports to view
clock in minute-only mode, and automatically turns it off if the game ends *Option to disable time and chess-clock display for
decimals and milliseconds *Supports to hide players' names *Supports to show timers as decimal-only (as default) or with
seconds *Supports to show computers’ and users' names *Supports to show numbers as full minutes (default) or full hours
*Supports to show timers with time elapsed since the first game *Supports to hide timer and chess-clock display for
milliseconds *Supports to show and hide time and chess-clock display for decimals and milliseconds *Supports to show
milliseconds and seconds for decimal *Supports to show seconds only for the time less than the timer value *Supports to show
up to 6 chessboards *Supports to switch players' names and save configuration *Supports to use hotkeys to change timer settings
*Supports to set timer for every game *Supports to set timer for every round *Supports to configure board preferences
*Supports to use pop-up for timer notification *Supports to run on all Windows versions from Windows 2000, Vista to
Windows 7 *Supports to support all third-party chess engines *Supports to support HP and AI chess engines *Supports to

What's New In?
Virtual Chess Clock is a compact Windows application built specifically for helping you use a chess countdown timer. Although
it was developed as a chess clock, you can use it to count your gaming sessions for other board games as well. Intuitive layout
You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup where most of the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Everything is
kept as clear and simple as possible, so you can easily time your activities. Configuration settings You are allowed to choose
between several different time displaying modes, specify the time for the left and right players, and type the players’ names and
reveal them in the primary panel. Another notable characteristic worth mentioning is represented by the possibility to select the
hotkeys for the left and right players’ buttons in order to pause or reset the clock, switch between users, and show seconds only
if the time is less than a user-defined value. During our testing we have noticed that Virtual Chess Clock carries out a task
quickly and without errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not
hampered. Bottom line To sum things up, Virtual Chess Clock offers a handy set of dedicated parameters for helping you time
your chess gaming sessions. Thanks to its intuitive layout, it is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. 1.25.02 4 7.06 MB 9
0.00 /0.00 QS, 19.48% - Radek Kaczynski ; 0.00 / 0.00 QS, 19.48% - Jan Pytlak ; 0.00 / 0.00 QS, 19.48% - Ondrej Vala Virtual
Chess Clock is a compact Windows application built specifically for helping you use a chess countdown timer. Although it was
developed as a chess clock, you can use it to count your gaming sessions for other board games as well. Intuitive layout You are
welcomed by a clean feature lineup where most of the operations can be carried out with minimal effort. Everything is kept as
clear and simple as possible, so you can easily time your activities. Configuration settings You are allowed to choose between
several different time displaying modes, specify the time for the left and right players, and type the players’ names and reveal
them in the primary panel. Another notable characteristic worth mentioning is represented by the possibility to select the
hotkeys for the left and right players’ buttons in order to pause or reset the clock, switch between users, and show seconds only
if the time is less than a user-defined value. During our testing we have noticed that Virtual Chess Clock carries out a task
quickly and without errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not
hampered. Bottom line To sum things up, Virtual Chess Clock offers a handy set of dedicated parameters for helping you time
your chess gaming sessions. Thanks to its intuitive layout, it is suitable for rookies
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System Requirements For Virtual Chess Clock:
Processor: Intel® Core™ i5, i3 or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce 8400 GS or AMD
equivalent Hard Disk: 30 GB free space DirectX®: Version 9.0 Other: USB Mouse, Keyboard Click Here To Download The
Game + Demo \rm c}/m$; the bound (\[eq:lower\]) is only as good as the one above, as in the
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